
P&I, fluid power designs and 
electrical engineering – all integrated
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The client: a manufacturer of high-quality products 
and systems for the construction industry
n Sto develops and produces paints, plasters, and coating and thermal insulation composite systems

n Target groups include tradespeople and specialist companies, general contractors, designers and 

 architects, the housing industry and investors

n Headquarters: Stühlingen (Baden-Württemberg, Germany), international presence with more than 

 50 subsidiaries

n Employees: more than 5,600 worldwide

n Revenues: EUR 1.59 billion in 2021

Ü Ü

At a Glance:

The challenge: retrofitting a 
production facility at the company’s 
headquarters

n Just-in-time production of construction materials

n Daily production volumes of up to 1,000 tonnes

n Increasing production capacities

n Updating the process control systems

n Electrical engineering and P&I diagrams using an integrated platform

The solution: centralised data management for 
planning, operations and maintenance

n More than 500 electrical schematics in EPLAN Electric P8

n Complete depiction of all P&I diagrams for three production facilities in EPLAN Preplanning

n Entering of all the pneumatic diagrams in EPLAN Fluid

Schematics and wiring diagrams, piping and instrumentation, 

flow diagrams: in a digitalised industry, EPLAN’s software and 

services deliver the foundation for creating, collecting and 

using data. From planning phases to operations, maintenance 

and repairs, and even through to conversions, additions and 

retrofits, users benefit from EPLAN’s platform for their engi-

neering data.

EPLAN supports users in process engineering especially by 

consolidating process flow diagrams as well as piping and in-

strumentation diagrams in EPLAN Preplanning. The integrated 

platform enables comprehensive optimisation of all engineering 

processes and ensures there is a reliable database for the 

entire life cycle of machines and plant systems.

The company Sto, one of the global leading manufacturers 

of construction chemistry products, recognised the potential 

EPLAN Preplanning offers and introduced the solution for the 

retrofit of a production facility at its headquarters in southern 

Germany. All planning processes were thereby digitalised and 

efficiently implemented. Since transitioning back to regular 

operations, EPLAN Preplanning also provides Sto with reliable 

documentation for all components and processes for opera-

tions, conversions and maintenance.

Preplanning for retrofitting a production facility using 

EPLAN Preplanning

Construction Chemistry 
Manufacturer Benefits from 
Integrated Planning and 
Efficient Operations

“One of EPLAN’s biggest 

advantages for us is that 

we can now carry out all 

the planning and chan-

ges ourselves. The time 

savings is at least 50 per 

cent.”
Joachim Hauschel, 

Planning & Automation,
Sto SE & Co. KGaA

The result: efficient processes across the 
plant’s entire life cycle

n At least 50 per cent time saving for planning and automation

n Dependable database for production adjustments and maintenance

n Plant availability of 98.5 per cent
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Sto from Stühlingen

The real estate sector is booming – fuelling not only a thriving building 

industry and trades, but growth in the construction chemistry sector 

as well. With its paints and varnishes, coating systems and thermal 

insulation, the long-established company Sto offers what the industry 

urgently needs. Yet growing demand was pushing the company’s pro-

duction at its headquarters in Baden-Württemberg to the limits of 

its capacities. To retrofit one of its production plants, Sto decided to 

use EPLAN engineering solutions – and now needs just half the time 

previously required for maintenance and regular adjustments to its 

process engineering.

Ü

The village of Stühlingen is dotted with yellow. Whether in gardens, on balconies or in garages – 

wherever you turn in this small German town in Baden-Württemberg, you can’t help but notice 

the bright yellow buckets being used for housework and garden chores. The reason you see so 

many of them here is explained by the three letters emblazoned in high-contrast black lettering  

on the 15-litre containers: Sto, a company whose headquarters are here in Stühlingen, just across 

the river from Switzerland. Founded from a lime works by the Stotmeister family, from which 

the name “Sto” is derived, today the manufacturer is known throughout the world for its paints, 

plasters, varnishes, coatings and thermal-insulation composite systems. Sto invests a great deal 

in research and development to lessen the climate impact of its products. Goals include  

sustainable raw materials and easy recyclability for its insulation systems, as well as safe  

production that is as energy-efficient and resource-efficient as possible.

Find out more
www.sto.de

Joachim Hauschel (Sto), Klaus Lechtenbörger 

(EPLAN) and Ronny Kaltschmid (Kaltschmid 

Industrial Engineering – from left to right) are 

pleased that the charming yellow Sto buckets 

can be filled even more efficiently thanks to the 

engineering solutions from EPLAN.
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Sto’s most recent efforts to improve the 

efficiency and performance of its manufac-

turing have focused on the “Production 3,” 

a high-performance plant that contributes 

the greatest amount of tonnage to the total 

throughput at its Stühlingen location. Built in 

1980, the plant underwent a retrofit just ten 

years later that introduced process automa-

tion to the production lines, a step that was 

forward-looking for the 1990s. “This worked 

outstandingly for a very long time,” says Sto 

employee Joachim Hauschel, who is respon-

sible for plant planning and automation in 

Stühlingen and is the company’s point person 

for all things EPLAN.

However, over the years the problems began 

to mount: it became increasingly difficult to 

get spare parts for the instrumentation and 

control (I&C) components, and the growing 

product portfolio also proved to be a manu-

facturing challenge. “That’s because our plant 

systems are continually evolving,” Hauschel 

says. “Every time a new product is developed 

in the laboratory and brought to market, we 

have to make room in the tank farm for new 

raw materials, or increase capacities, or lay 

new piping, for example.” The constantly 

increasing scope of process engineering also 

pushed the aging process control systems to 

their limits, he explained: “We simply didn’t 

have any more available interfaces, everything 

was already in use.”

In 2019, a comprehensive expansion to 

update the production capacities and auto-

mation systems finally became unavoidable. 

As part of this project, Hauschel and his 

co-workers on the planning and automation 

team wanted to remove another obstacle: 

“We had already used EPLAN to depict the 

existing electrical designs of the plant. Yet 

the entire piping and instrument flow diagram 

existed only on paper or in Excel files – and 

only very inadequately, because it was never 

updated when changes were made.”

The plant personnel regularly dealt with the 

consequences of this when maintenance ac-

tivities or process adjustments were required. 

The piping systems in question often had to 

be mapped out on location. “I walked some 

of the stretches of piping five times – coming 

up with five different results,” says Hauschel, 

remembering the tedious work. “You can 

always easily overlook some junction.”

Searching for More Flexibility and Better 
Performance

The high-performance plant system in Stühlingen has been in 

operation since 1980 and has undergone several retrofits since 

then. For the most recent upgrades, the production managers 

opted for integrated, digital engineering of the P&I, fluid power 

designs and electrical engineering.
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To maintain a dependable database, which would make work easier for the 

company’s staff and provide a complete depiction of the actual and target 

state of production for the control system manufacturer hired for the retrofit, 

Hauschel added the complete digital piping and instrumentation (P&I) dia-

grams to the specifications in addition to the electrical schematics. “We were 

looking for a uniform platform that could provide everything for us from a  

single source,” Hauschel says. Their search quickly led them to the EPLAN 

Platform, which offers an up-to-date technical foundation for modern engi-

neering that enables digitalisation for all industrial fields. EPLAN Electric P8 

is the best-in-class solution for creating circuit diagrams and schematics, 

automatically generating detailed analyses as an integral part of the project 

documentation. EPLAN Preplanning allows engineering data to be collected 

digitally throughout all planning and design phases – from the electrical  

engineering to fluid power systems and P&I through to the electrical I&C  

technology – and prepares it in such a way that it can also be used for  

commissioning, operations and even maintenance.

“We were familiar with the concept of Preplanning, but not with the system’s 

functions and performance,” Hauschel says. The team responsible at Sto 

became more familiar with the tool during a tour of a representative plant 

system. However, what really tipped the scales was a service provider that 

Hauschel knew from earlier projects and workshops, Kaltschmid Industrial 

Engineering, which completely relies on EPLAN for its electrical engineer-

ing and all other engineering processes. “In conversations with CEO Ronny 

Kaltschmid about our plans for the retrofit, I quickly recognised his extensive 

expertise with all the EPLAN tools,” Hauschel says. Kaltschmid thus proved to 

be the perfect link in the joint preparation of the process engineering plans for 

retrofitting the plant systems in Preplanning.

An Integrated Platform as a
Central Database
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Integrated Pneumatics 
Design and 
Documentation

“Preplanning allowed us to begin collecting engineering 

data during the preliminary planning phase – a benefit 

that proved to be ideal for the project with Sto,” 

Kaltschmid says, describing the system’s advantages. 

The integrated functionality also helped them keep to the 

tight schedule required for the conversion and retrofit. 

“We knew that we had to be finished with the designs  

by the end of 2018 so that the control systems manu-

facturer could start its work,” Hauschel says.

Despite the time pressure, Kaltschmid recommended 

also including fluid power technology as a third discipline 

of the integrated digital planning and design involved in 

the retrofit. This made sense because all of the butterfly 

valves in Sto’s production facilities are controlled with 

pneumatic actuators. “Electrical engineering designs that 

also include fluid power technology in the documentation 

enormously simplify the engineering processes as well as 

the processes for everyday manufacturing,” Kaltschmid 

says. Hauschel shared this view and as such not only 

the electrical engineering and P&I, but also fluid power 

technology, with the help of EPLAN Fluid, were depicted 

as part of the overall retrofit project.

Electrotechnical control of valves: Integrating the fluid power engineering designs into the documentation using 

EPLAN Fluid has not only accelerated engineering, it’s also simplified manufacturing, maintenance and repairs.
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After nine months of planning and three months of construction work, the 

retrofitted systems went online for regular operations in January 2020. “Even 

during the planning phase, we implemented measures to ensure a quick 

changeover to the new production control systems,” says Hauschel, describ-

ing the tight schedule. “We had just two weeks for it.” Because of just-in-time 

production, the plant engineering team must be able to guarantee a system 

availability of 98.5 per cent at all times. The Sto specialists therefore ensure a 

round-the-clock on-call service. If there’s a problem in some part of the plant, 

an employee must be there within 30 minutes to make sure that production 

can be resumed as quickly as possible.

“That’s exactly why having documentation that is always up to date was one of 

our critical specifications,” Hauschel says. In practice, this specification means 

that in extreme cases, say at three in the morning, the documentation must 

clearly show where which component is installed and how it’s connected to the 

rest. “EPLAN has no trouble fulfilling this requirement,” Hauschel says, visibly 

pleased. The tools thus help in visualising the projects and making them easier 

to understand. “One of the biggest advantages for us with this triumvirate of 

EPLAN Preplanning, Electric P8 and Fluid is that we can make all the designs 

and carry out changes ourselves,” Hauschel says.

Enabling employees to work independently is another important factor in gen-

eral for those in charge of day-to-day planning and automation operations. This 

also applies to the control cabinets from Rittal, which are standard compo-

nents for Sto. “For these so very crucial components, our philosophy is that all 

trainees must have built a control cabinet themselves at least once,” Hauschel 

explains. “Because that’s the only way they will get an idea of what it means 

to saw, drill, thread and connect cabling. In my view, that’s indispensable.” 

Hauschel has now also rigorously transferred this concept from the hardware 

to the software: every employee should also be aware of how relevant reliable, 

centralised data is.

A look into one of the plant’s control cabinets, which is now completely depicted in EPLAN. 

The advantage of the triumvirate of EPLAN Preplanning, Electric P8 and Fluid is that the Sto 

engineers can now also carry out all the planning and make changes themselves.

Up-to-Date Documentation Ensures High System Availability
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50 Per Cent Time Savings for Everyday Work

For data management, the EPLAN tools were the frontrunners from the start of the project. “All data that is processed anywhere 

– whether texts, operations equipment labels or other notes – are exported from EPLAN into other systems so that everything 

is always synchronised,” Hauschel says. Since changes to the process technology or the controls in production are part of the 

day-to-day business, he works with the tools daily: “Outlook, Teams, EPLAN – those are the programs I open first thing every 

morning the moment I sit down at my desk, because I need them throughout the workday.”

Asked about the outcome of the decision to use EPLAN Preplanning, Electric P8 and Fluid as a package deal, Hauschel is 

quick to answer: “The time savings is at least 50 per cent. After all, in the past we often had to walk through the plant to find the 

problems. Today we just look at the flow diagram and always immediately have a complete overview of the situation.” The fact 

that the pneumatic diagrams are integrated into the overall schematics makes everyday work even easier, he adds. “The jump 

function between the various disciplines is really nice,” Hauschel says.

Numerous pipes connect the tanks with the 

production systems at Sto’s site in Stühlin-

gen. Operations and maintenance both reap 

enormous benefits from the digitalisation of 

the piping and instrumentation diagrams.
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Urspr

J. Hauschel

Datum

Datum

Änderung
Gepr

06.05.2022

Name

Tank 405 – 408
& MFB Rohrleitungs- und Instrumentenfließschema

1
letzte Seite

Sto SE & Co. KGaA
Stühlingen
Produktionssteuerung 001

Produktion 3P3
04 Gruppe 04 2

3

4705

==
Folgeseite

+
=

Blatt
Blatt

001.09.02.00.001.1000

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

0154
405 F SL

0138
405 N S

0155
405 L SHH

0157
405 L SH

0156
405 L SA

0139
405 Y SHL

0140
405 Y SHL

0141
405 Y SHL

0158
405 P H

0173
406 F SL

0159
406 N S

0174
406 L SHH

0176
406 L SH

0175
406 L SA

0160
406 Y SHL

0161
406 Y SHL

0177
406 P H

0162
406 Y SHL

0194
407 F SL

0178
407 Y CS

0195
407 L SHH

0197
407 L SH

0196
407 L SA

0179
407 Y SHL

0180
407 Y SHL

0181
407 Y SHL

0182
407 Y SHL

0212
408 F SL

0198
408 N S

0213
408 L SHH

0215
408 L SH

0214
408 L SA

0199
408 Y SHL

0216
408 P H

0557
405 Y SHL

=.405.120-MA1
=.405.120&EFS/1.1

=.405.120-GP1

=.405.210-CM1

Tank 405

=.405.480-VQ1

=.405.610-BF1
=.405.610&EFS/1.3

=.405.610-BL1
=.405.610&EFS/2.2

=.405.620-BL1
=.405.620&EFS/1.3

=.405.610-BL2
=.405.610&EFS/3.3

=.405.140-QM8
=.405.140-MM8
=.405.140&MFS/1.3
=.405.140-BG8
=.405.140&EFS/1.3

=.405.140-QM50 =.405.140-QM51

=.405.140-QM54

=.405.140-QM53

=.405.140-QM1
=.405.140-MM1

=.405.140&MFS/2.3

=.405.140-BG1
=.405.140&EFS/2.3

=.405.140-QM4
=.405.140-MM4

=.405.140&MFS/4.3

=.405.140-QM74

=.405.140-BG4
=.405.140&EFS/4.3

=.405.140-QM71

=.405.140-QM61

=.405.140-QM52

=.405.737-FL1

=.405.140-QM64

=.406.120-MA1
=.406.120&EFS/1.1

=.406.120-GP1

=.406.210-CM1

Tank 406

=.406.480-VQ1

=.406.610-BF1
=.406.610&EFS/1.3

=.406.610-BL1
=.406.610&EFS/2.2

=.406.620-BL1
=.406.620&EFS/1.3

=.406.610-BL2
=.406.610&EFS/3.3

=.406.140-QM8
=.406.140-MM8
=.406.140&MFS/1.3
=.406.140-BG8
=.406.140&EFS/1.3

=.406.140-QM50 =.406.140-QM51

=.406.140-QM54

=.406.140-QM53

=.406.140-QM4
=.406.140-MM4

=.406.140&MFS/2.3

=.406.140-QM74

=.406.140-BG4
=.406.140&EFS/2.3

=.406.140-QM52

=.406.737-FL1

=.406.140-QM64

=.406.140-QM6
=.406.140-MM6

=.406.140&MFS/3.3

=.406.140-QM76

=.406.140-BG6
=.406.140&EFS/3.3

=.406.140-QM66

=.406.470-HQ1

=.407.120-GP1
=.407.120&MFS/1.4

=.407.210-CM1

Tank 407

=.407.480-VQ1

=.407.610-BF1
=.407.610&EFS/1.3

=.407.610-BL1
=.407.610&EFS/2.2

=.407.620-BL1
=.407.620&EFS/1.3

=.407.610-BL2
=.407.610&EFS/3.3

=.407.140-QM8
=.407.140-MM8
=.407.140&MFS/1.3
=.407.140-BG8
=.407.140&EFS/1.3

=.407.140-QM50 =.407.140-QM51

=.407.140-QM54

=.407.140-QM53

=.407.140-QM3
=.407.140-MM3

=.407.140&MFS/2.3

=.407.140-BG3
=.407.140&EFS/2.3

=.407.140-QM4
=.407.140-MM4

=.407.140&MFS/3.3

=.407.140-QM74

=.407.140-BG4
=.407.140&EFS/3.3

=.407.140-QM73

=.407.140-QM63

=.407.140-QM52

=.407.140-QM64

=.407.140-QM6
=.407.140-MM6

=.407.140&MFS/4.3

=.407.140-BG6
=.407.140&EFS/4.3

=.407.140-QM66

=.407.140-QM55

=.408.120-MA1
=.408.120&EFS/1.1

=.408.120-GP1

=.408.210-CM1

Tank 408

=.408.480-VQ1

=.408.610-BF1
=.408.610&EFS/1.3

=.408.610-BL1
=.408.610&EFS/2.2

=.408.620-BL1
=.408.620&EFS/1.3

=.408.610-BL2
=.408.610&EFS/3.3

=.408.140-QM8
=.408.140-MM8
=.408.140&MFS/1.3
=.408.140-BG8
=.408.140&EFS/1.3

=.408.140-QM50 =.408.140-QM51

=.408.140-QM54

=.408.140-QM53

=.408.140-QM52

=.408.737-FL1

=.408.470-HQ1

=.408.140-QM55

=.405.140-QM3
=.405.140-MM3

=.405.140&MFS/3.3

=.405.140-BG3
=.405.140&EFS/3.3

=.405.140-QM63

=.405.140-QM73

M4_T405
=06/3.5

=06-XL239:2

M1_T405
=05/4.5

=05-XL143:2

M4_T406
=06/3.5

=06-XL238:2

M6_T406
=06/4.5

=06-XL273:2

M4_T407
=06/3.5

=06-XL237:2

M3_T407
=06/2.5

=06-XL199:2

M6_T407
=06/4.5

=06-XL272:2

T408-T411/3.8
-XL95:2

ENTL_KT_R_1/3.0
-XL73:3Entlüftung Kellertanks rechts 1

200_4
10.7

=.200.140-QM2

200_3
10.6

=.200.140-QM11

M3_T405
=06/2.5

=06-XL196:2

Tanks and the connected instrumentation in the flow diagrams in EPLAN Preplanning: whenever formulas are 

changed, Sto must regularly carry out conversion work to adapt the plant accordingly.

Ü Ü

Efficiency in 
Operations and 
Beyond

“The system has also built up a foundation for 

communication,” Kaltschmid adds, referring 

to the advantages that go beyond production 

and Sto’s own employees – suppliers, main-

tenance firms and other service providers also 

benefit from the centralised, integrated data 

management. Hauschel confirms this: “The 

reliable database has made us more efficient, 

both internally and externally. If maintenance 

needs to be performed on a part of the plant, 

a PDF generated in EPLAN gives the service 

provider a much more comprehensive over-

view than a list of the installed components 

could.”

Sto’s plant systems include more than  

500 schematics in EPLAN Electric P8. The  

P&I diagrams for three of the production 

plants have already been depicted in EPLAN 

Preplanning, while 50 pneumatic diagrams 

have been entered into EPLAN Fluid in their 

current states. “The system is continually 

growing,” says Hauschel – after all, changes 

and extensions are part of his daily work.  

“And now it’s impossible to imagine this daily 

work without EPLAN.”

An overview – retrofit at Sto 
with EPLAN

n Retrofit of a production facility with throughputs of up to 1,000 tonnes per day

n Depiction of the P&I diagrams for three production plants in EPLAN Preplanning

n More than 500 electrical schematics in EPLAN Electric P8

n Assured plant availability of 98.5 per cent

n At least 50 per cent time savings for planning and automation
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